
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:

IN DETAIL:

Dynamo skyrocketed to fame with his groundbreaking series 'Dynamo: Magician
Impossible,' dazzling viewers worldwide with his unique tricks, including defying
gravity and making objects materialise from his skin. The show drew over 250
million viewers globally and won numerous awards. Dynamo embarked on
successful world tours, released bestselling books and became a mainstream
media fixture, performing for esteemed audiences like Prince Charles and One
Direc on. He was named Magician of the Year in 2015 and became an associate
of the pres gious Magic Circle. He has also appeared on numerous TV shows
including Friday Night with Jonathan Ross.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

Dynamo has turned the world of magic on its head, amazing people across the
planet from the streets of Harlem to the Cannes Film Fes val; he has helped re-
define the genre, inspiring countless young magicians with his blend of visual
magic, card handling and ability to floor the most scep cal of audiences.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

Dynamo's mesmerizing magic spans from grand, jaw-dropping stunts to in mate,
up-close illusions. This famous magician possesses the perfect blend of mystery,
charm and skill, guaranteeing a cap va ng and unforge able experience for his
audience. Dynamo consistently delivers excitement and excellence across various
pla orms and events.

Steven Frayne, popularly known as Dynamo, is a celebrated illusionist who has amazed audiences worldwide with his remarkable
magic, encompassing cap va ng up-close illusions and grand stunts like walking on the Thames and levita ng over buildings. He
con nues to travel the world, amazing thousands with his mesmerizing performances.

Steven Frayne - Dynamo
Magician and TV Personality

"Dynamo's world. Nothing is impossible"

Entertainment
After Dinner
Magic Show

2017 Dynamo: The Book of Secrets:
Learn 30 mind-blowing
illusions to amaze your friends
and family

2013 Nothing Is Impossible: My
Story
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